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HOW TO MAKE STAR LEGS 
WITH THE TRI-RECS RULER

Each star leg unit in this quilt will measure 4½" unfinished. Cut a 4½" strip across the width of  
the fabrics needed for your triangles and for the star legs. 

Use the Tri ruler to cut the large center triangle. Align the top edges of  the ruler and the fabric, 
then cut along both sides. To cut another large center rectangle, rotate the ruler 180°, align the 
bottom edges of  the ruler and the fabric, then cut along both sides. Continue to rotate the ruler 
180° to cut each large center triangle.

by Amber Plemones
Sew Simple

Use the Recs ruler to cut the star legs. Fold your 4½" strip for the star legs in half. Align the 
top edges of  the ruler and fabric as before, then cut along both sides. Be sure to cut the small 
"Magic Angle" at the small end of  the triangle. You will have 2 mirrored star legs—one for  
each side of  the large center triangle. Rotate the ruler 180° as before to continue to cut pairs  
of  mirrored star legs.

Lay out your large center triangle and pair of  mirrored star legs as shown. Lay the left star leg, 
right sides together, atop the large center triangle, and align the left edges. The "Magic Angle" 
should sit against the bottom of  the large center triangle. Sew along the left edge using a ¼" 
seam allowance. Press open towards the star leg. Repeat to add the mirrored star leg to the 
opposite side. Press towards the star leg to complete the unit. 
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BLOCK ONE

by Amber Plemones

Cutting Directions
Background fabric:
 4 – 4½" squares
 4 – 4½" large center triangles (use Tri ruler)
Dark print fabric: 
 4 – 4½" mirrored pairs of  star legs (use Recs ruler)
Medium print fabric:
 1 – 4½" center square

Sewing Directions
Begin by making star leg units with the 4½" large center triangles of  background fabric and 4½" pairs of  star 
legs from the dark print fabric using How to Make Star Leg Units. You will need to make 4 star leg units. 

Sew Simple

Use the diagrams for placement of  the units to make your 12½" unfinished block, paying special attention to 
the orientation of  star leg units. Sew the block together in 3 rows. Press the seams towards the squares. Nest the 
seams, sew the rows together, and press to complete Block One. 

BLOCK SIZE: 12½" unfinished


